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In the previous lesson we have seen sim-
ple, complex and compound sentences.
We are now going to see how they can be
transformed into one another.    

Simple Sentence: A simple sentence
has just one verb and a number of
phrases. The following example is show-
ing how simple sentence is changing into
complex sentence.    

eg: He knows how to tackle the problem.  

He knows how he can tackle the problem.   

Complex Sentence: In this complex
sentence, He knows is one clause, and
how he can tackle the problem is another
clause. A complex sentence has two or
more verbs and is connected by though,
although, even though, since, because,
etc.  

eg: Although he was healthy, he was still
unhappy.

Compound Sentence: A compound
sentence has two or more main clauses
and they are all joined by, but, and, so,
after, nor, or, yet, however, etc. 

eg: They spoke to him in Hindi, but he
spoke to them in English. 

eg: Sita drinks milk, and then she works
in her garden.
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H Sir, please translate the following into
Telugu.-.                    -P. Balu

1. Let us know you better.
A: Oª ÞœªJÙ# ÷ª÷ªtLo ÷ªJÙêŸîμªô¢ªÞ¥_

êμõªú£ªÚÁE÷yÙè….
2. Why do we need men for?
A: ÷«ÚÛª ÷ªìª-ù£ªõª ÓÙë]ªÚÛª Í÷-ú£ô¢Ù?
3. Size does matter. 
A: í£J-÷«éÙ ÷³Üuî¶ª.-
4. How can we be creative?
A: ÷ªìÙ ú£”á-û¦-êŸt-ÚÛÙÞ¥ ÑÙè[åÙ Óö°?
5. First of its kind. 
A: Î ô¢ÚÛÙöËº îμ³ë]-æ¨C.- 
6. All said and done  
A: ÍFo àμð§pô¢ª, à¶ø‹ô¢ª.-  
7. Can any one get away with murder any

more? 
A: Ó÷-·ôjû¦ ï£°êŸu-à¶ú‡ êŸí‡pÙ-àŸª-ÚÁ-Þœ-öô¦? 

8. So more or less it is a murder 
A: ÓÙêμjû¦ ÏC ï£°ê¶u.-                      
H Sir, please translate the following sen-

tences into Telugu.   

- A. Ramu Konakondla 

1. To be sold by retail on the prescription of
registered medical practioner only.

A: è¯ÚÛdôÂ ú£«àŸ-ìõ î¶ªô¢¸Ú Ð ÷ªÙë]ª-õìª NvÚÛ-ô³Ù-
à¦L.-

2. To be a citizen of that state.
A: Î ô¦ù£Z ð¿ô¢ª-è…Þ¥ ÑÙè¯õÙçË¶/ÑÙè[æ°EÚ¨-
3. Who's ideas are to be found in speaches?
A: Ó÷J Ñë¶Ì-ø‹õª Ñí£-û¦u-þ§-öËºx ÚÛE-í‡-þ§hô³?
4. Someone has to be a king.

A: Ó÷ôÁ ÖÚÛô¢ª ô¦V Íî¦yL.
5. Abraham Lincoln tried to be a mem-

ber of the legislature of his country.
A: Ívñï£°Ù LÙÚÛ-ûËÂ êŸì ë¶øŒÙ-öËºE àŸåd-ú£-òÅ¡öËº

ú£òÅ¡ªu-è…Þ¥ ÑÙè¯-öËE ví£óŸª-AoÙ-à¦ô¢ª.- 
6. Much remains still to be done in this

regard.
A: Ð Nù£-óŸªÙöËº à¶óŸ«-LqÙC à¦ö° ÑÙC.-

H Sir, please tell me the following.                

-G. Ashok 
1. What is Sustainable Development?
A: ú£ªú‡–-ô¦-GÅ-÷”CÌÄ ÍÙçË¶ ÔNªæ¨?

2. What is Sustainable Tourism of
Development? 

A: ú£ªú‡–ô¢ í£ô¦u-æÚÛ ÍGÅ-÷”CÌÄ ÍÙçË¶ ÔNªæ¨? 
H Sir, please let me know the meaning in tel-

ugu for the following.
 -A. Ramu  

1. Between India and Australia to be played
here in at the Chinna swamy stadium on
March 25.

A: #ìo-þ§yNª ›údè…-óŸªÙöËº ÷«Ja 25ì òÅ°ô¢êÂ,
Î›úZLóŸ« ÷ªëÅ]u vÚ¨·ÚæÀ ÷«uàÂ áô¢-Þœ-ìªÙC.-

2.  Africa continues to be his favourite 
country. 

A: ÎvíÆ‡Ú¥û¶ ÍêŸè… ÍGÅ-÷«ì ë¶øŒÙÞ¥ ÏÙÚ¥
Ú•ìþ§ÞœªêŸªÙC.

3. Tirumala to be closed on July 5th.

A: VöËμj 5ì ÷´óŸªñè[ìªìo Aô¢ª÷ªõ.-
4. Enron documents to be made public by

Maharashtra.
A: ÷ªï£„-ô¦ù£Z Óvû-ËÁ-ûËÂ í£vê¦-öËìª ñï‡°-ô¢ÙÞœÙ à¶ú£ªhÙC.-
5. Puranas are to be studied as commentaries

on the sacred vedas. 
A: í£±ô¦-é°-õÚÛª ú£ÙñÙ-CÅÙ-#ì î¦uÝ°u-û¦-õFo í£NvêŸ

î�¶ë¯öËºx Ñû¦oô³.-   
H Could, you please explain in Telugu the

sentences given below.              - --Srinivas 
1. He was late for the meeting. So were you. 
A: ÍêŸè[ª ú£òÅ¡ÚÛª ÎöË-ú£uÙÞ¥ ÷à¦aè[ª, Íö°¸Þ ìª÷±y

ÚÛ«è¯-
2. She must go home. So must I. 
A: Îîμª ÏÙæ¨Ú¨ îËμü°xL, Íö°¸Þ û¶ìª ÚÛ«è¯.-

3. Ananda likes mangoes. So do I. 
A: Î-ìÙ-ë]ÚÛª ÷«Nªè… í£Ùè[xÙçË¶ Ïù£dÙ, Íö°¸Þ û¦ÚÛª

ÚÛ«è¯.-
4. I have finished my home work. So has my

sister.  
A: û¶ìª û¦ ï£°ËËËºÙ-÷ôÂ\ìª í£²Jh à¶ø‹ìª, Íö°¸Þ ÷«

þ¼ë]J ÚÛ«è¯.- 
H Sir, please translate the following words

into English.                          

- Jyothi 
1. òÅ°â°-òÅ¡-áÙ-vBõª, î¶ªüŒ-ê¦-ü°õª, ò°uÙèÂ-î¶ªüŒÙ       
A: Pipes and tumbrels, drums and conches,

and band 
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1. Intrepid = Fearless/Adventurous sòÅ¡óŸªÙ-
öË¶E, þ§ï£°-ú£-ÚÛ”-ê¦uõª à¶óŸª-ÞœöËz

eg: Jhansi was quite intrepid.

Antonym: Timid sí‡J-Ú¨Þ¥ Ñìoz.- 
eg: My friend was quite timid and he was

never bold enough to face enemies. 

2. Conducive = Providing the right condition
for something to happen or exist sÔëμjû¦ áô¢-
Þœ-è¯-EÚ¨ Íìª-ÚÛ«-õÙÞ¥ ÑÙè[æÙz  

eg: The situation was very conducive to
something really happening. 

Antonym: Unfavourable sÔëμjû¦ áô¢-Þœ-è¯-EÚ¨
Íìª-ÚÛ«-õÙÞ¥ öË¶ÚÛ-ð¼-÷è[Ùz 

eg: The conditions were very unfavourable to
the opportunities of my friends circum-
stances.  

3. Satiate = Satisfied to the full sú£ÙêŸ”í‡h
àμÙë]è[Ùz 

eg: His desires were so strong that he found
that it was impossible to satiate his
desires.

Antonym: Insatiate = never satisfied sêŸ”í‡h
àμÙë]Ez 

eg: My friends desires were insatiate and he
could not find anything that could satisfy
him.

4. Filthy = Disgustingly dirty sà¦ö° ÷³J-Ú¨Þ¥
Ñìo/-Íú£-ï£°uÙÞ¥ Ñìoz  

eg: The drainage overflowed into the street
and it was very filthy.  

Antonym: Decent søŒ‰vòÅ¡ÙÞ¥ Ñìoz 
eg: The roads in the country are very decent

and the people were very delighted at it.   

5. Corrigible = Capable of being set right
s÷ªÙ#Þ¥ à¶óŸª-Þœö þ§-÷ª-ô¢–¬uÙËz

eg: My friend is quite corrigible and agrees
to be set right in whatever way we want. 

Antonym: Incorrigible = Not able to be cor-
rected sú£JÞ¥_ à¶óŸª-öË¶Ez 

eg: He is always incorrigible and can never
be corrected.   

6. Audible = Capable of being heard
sNìí£è[ÞœöËz 

eg: His words were quite audible over the
microphone and the audience could hear
him. 

Antonym: Inaudible sNì-í£-è[Ez
eg: What they spoke was quite inaudible and

we could not hear them at all. 

7. Pious = Very religious sëμj÷-òÅ¡Ú¨h ÞœöËz  
eg: My mother is quite pious and often she

visits the temples wherever they are. 

Antonym: Impious sëμj÷-òÅ¡Ú¨h öË¶Ez 
eg: My friend is quite impious and does not

care about religion at all. 

8. Exhaust = Tired sÍöË-ú‡-ð¼-ô³ìz 
eg: He was totally exhausted at the end of the

day he work and had to lie down and rest.

Antonym: Refresh sÍöË-ú‡-ð¼Ez.-
eg: My friend was quite refreshed at the end

of the day and there were no signs of
tiredness in him. 

9. Enigmatic = Mysterious and impossible to
understand completely sÖÚÛJE Íô¢–Ù à¶ú£ª-ÚÁ-öË¶-
ÚÛ-ð¼-÷è[Ùz  

eg: My friend Sivaram is highly enigmatic
and it is difficult to understand him com-
pletely.

Antonym: Plain sê¶æ-êμ-öËxÙÞ¥ ÑÙè[åÙz 
eg: My friend Rajaram is quiet plain and can

be understood easily.  
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Simple and Complex  
Sentences

H A Simple sentence has one verb and
sometimes a phrase. 

Examples:

1) Having seen the circus, he was very
amused.  

2) The night being very dark, he could not
see anything in the darkness. 

3) I looked for Hari at the bus station.

4) The music is too loud for my ears.

5) The frog jumped and landed in the pond.

H A Complex sentence has such words like

because, as,  although, even though etc.

Examples: 

1) Though he was tired, he was able to do
all the work.

2) Although he earned a good name, he
was actually on the list of the people
who studied well.

3) Even though he earned a good name, he
was not considered among the players of
the foot ball.

4) Since she was innocent, she could not
understand the fundamentals of mathe-
matics. 

5) Until he was introduced to the captain,
he was not included in the team. 

6) Though he understood the ins and outs
of the game, he was not sure about his
success.

7) While he was shown the room, he 
rested in it until the morning.

8) Whenever he talked, his friends found it
unbearable.

9) Whereas he was taken to the field, he
found that most of his juniors were
novices.  

10) When he came home, he rested for a
while, though he was very tired.  

11) As he was very tired, he could not play
the game.  

12) While being innocent, he could not see
the tricks of his opponents. 
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1. Evict = Expel someone from a property,
especially with the support of law sàŸæd-
ví£Ú¥ô¢Ù Îú‡h ë]-ÚÛ\-ÚÛªÙè¯ àŸ«è[åÙ.z

eg: He evicted the person who unjustly 
occupied his property with the support of
law.

Antonym: Hold së]Þœ_ô¢ ÑÙàŸª-ÚÁ-÷è[Ùz eg: He
held the property unjustly because the
owner was not in town.

2.- Inept =- Having or showing no skill, clumsy
sû¶ô¢ªp öË¶ÚÛªÙè¯ ÞœÙë]-ô¢-ÞÁüŒ í£J-ú‡–-AöËº ÑÙè[æÙz 

eg: My friend is quite inept at showing skill
in any form. 

Antonym: Skillful sû¶ô¢ªp-ÞœöËz eg: He is very
skillful in showing his ability, especially in
the art of showing a lot of skill.

3.- Ingenuity = The quality of being clever
sî¶ªëÅ¯NÞ¥ ÑÙè[æÙz.eg: The student was
quite ingenious and got a very high 
percentage of marks and the teacher 
appreciated him.

Antonym: Dullness s÷ªÙë]ñªCÌÄ Þœõz
eg: The student was quite dull and he could

not secure a high percentage of marks. 

4. Terminate = Bring to an end sÍÙêŸÙ
à¶óŸªè[Ùz eg: The people in the class 
terminated the lesson the teacher was
explaining meaninglessly.

Antonym: Carry on sÚ•ìþ§TÙ-àŸè[Ùz eg: The
lecturer carried on the lesson without 
interruption, as he was very clearly 
explaining the lesson.

5.- Expatiate = Wander about intellectually
sî¶ªëÅ¯NêŸìÙêÁ Ñô¢ÚÛ-öËμ-êŸhè[Ùz eg: The teacher
expatiated on the subject with very great
clarity and all the students understood it. 

Antonym: Reduce sêŸT_Ù-àŸè[Ùz eg: The person
in the chair reduced the content of the matter
to a very low level and none understood
him.  

6.- Equity =- Justice sû¦uóŸªÙz eg: The judge
showed equity in dealing with the two
opponents that have come to seek for 
justice.

Antonym: Dishonesty sEâ°-óŸªB öË¶ÚÛ-ð¼-÷è[Ùz
eg: The person showed utter dishonesty in

dealing with his friend in the matter of
sharing money.

7.- Altruism = Selfless concern for the well
being of others sEþ§y-ô¢–ÙÞ¥ ÏêŸ-ô¢ªöË ÷ªÙ#-ÚÁú£Ù
í£E-à¶-óŸªè[Ùz eg: Mahatma Gandhi was quite
altruistic in his dealing with the others.

Antonym: Meanness sFàŸ-ÞœªéÙz eg: He
showed utter meanness in his dealing with
the others and was quite hated .

8. Egotism = Bragging s÷ªì ÞœªJÙ# ÷ªìî¶ª
Þ•í£põª àμí£±p-ÚÁ-÷è[Ùz eg: He was excessively
bragging about his ability to do anything.-

Antonym: Shyness sú‡Þœª_ í£è[æÙz eg: She was
quite shy in admitting her mistakes and was
quite boastful about her greatness.-

9. Probable = Likely to happen sáJ¸Þ Í÷-Ú¥øŒÙ
Ñìoz eg: It is quiet probable that he may
assume the chief minister ship of the state.-

Antonym: Improbable sáô¢-Þœ-ÚÛ-ð¼-÷è[Ùz eg: It is
improbable that he will be elected the chief
minister of the state as he does not have the
ability to do so.-

10. Contingency = Something likely to 
happen sÔëμjû¦ á-J¸Þ Í-÷-Ú¥-øŒÙ -ÑÙ-CËz eg: It is
possible that there may be some 
contingency of the thing happening.-

Antonym: Emergency sÍêŸu-÷-ú£ô¢ í£J-ú‡–Az 
eg: In the emergency circumstances the 

country had to face a war from its neigh-
bours.  
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H Sir, please let me know the meaning in
Telugu for the following.     

-  A.Ramu 
1) But this does not seem to be very correct. 
A: ÏC ÍÙêŸ ú£·ôj-ÙCÞ¥ ÍE-í‡Ù-àŸè[Ù öË¶ë]ª.-
2) Social laws began to be adjusted to his

convenience. 
A: Í-êŸè… þ¿õ-òÅ°u-EÚ¨ êŸTì NëÅ]ÙÞ¥ þ§÷«->ÚÛ Îà¦-

ô¦õª ú£ô¢ªÌ-ò°åª à¶ú£ªh-û¦oè[ª.-
3) In society every individual was

required to be kept in his respec-
tive sphere of activity.

A: ú£-÷«-áÙöËº ví£A-÷u-Ú¨hF ê¦÷³ í£E-à¶›ú
ô¢ÙÞœÙöËº ÑÙà¦L.-

4) But his appears to be a mistaken
notion. 
A: Í-êŸè… òÅ°÷Ù à¦ö° ð»ô¢-ð§åª ÍE-í‡-
þ¼hÙC.- 
5) It would be a discount and liable

to be deducted from the gross turnover.
A: ú£«–õ Îë¯óŸªÙ ìªÙ# è…þ¿\ÙæÀ, Íí£±p

BšúóŸ«uL.-
6) Railway freight had to be paid by the cus-

tomer at the destination.
A: Þœ«è[ªq ·ôjõª ú£ô¢-ÚÛªìª NE-óμ«-Þœ-ë¯-ô¢ª-è…Ú¨

Þœ÷ªuþ§–ìÙöËº ÍÙCÙ-à¦L.-

H Sir, please translate the following into
Telugu  

nn--  B. Raju 
1) What needs to be done.
A: ÔC Í÷-ú£-ô¢îμ« ÍC àμóŸ«uL.-
2) These objectives are to be achieved by

2020.-
A: 2020 û¦-æ¨Ú¨ Ð õ¤¥u-õìª þ§CÅÙ-à¦L.-
3) India to be the 11th wealthist nation.-
A: òÅ°-ô¢-êŸ-ë¶øŒÙ 11÷ ëÅ]EÚÛ ë¶øŒÙÞ¥ Í÷-êŸ-J-ú£ªhÙC.-
4) If so what are the documents required to

be shown as a proof of declaration.
A: ví£ÚÛ-æ-ìÚÛª Í÷-ú£-ô¢-îμªiì ë]þ§h-îË¶-V-öËìª

ô¢ªV-÷±Þ¥ àŸ«í‡Ù-à¦L.
5) Decision on CM to be taken by

central leadership.
A: ÷³-Üu-÷ªÙvA Ó÷ô¢ª Í÷±-ê¦ôÁ ¸ÚÙvë]

û¦óŸª-ÚÛêŸyÙ Eô¢g-ô³-ú£ªhÙC.-  
H Sir, please let me know the mean-

ing in Telugu for the following. 

nn  --K.Lokesh 
1) Money does not matter.-
A: è[ñª( ÍÙêŸ ÷³ÜuÙ Ú¥ë]ª.-
2) Together we can.-

A: ÷ª-ì-÷ªÙê¦ ÚÛLú‡ þ§CÅÙ-àŸ-÷àŸªa.-
3) Ease of living index

A: @-÷ì ú£«< à¦ö° ú£ªöË-òÅ¡-îμªiÙC
4) No voter to be left behind

A: Ô ×åô¢ªì« Nè…-#-ší-åd-ÚÛ«-è[ë]ª.- 

H Sir, please translate the following into
Telugu 

nn-- K.Naveen 
1) To be advised 

A: ú£-öËï£„ Ïî¦yL
2) To be continued 

A: Ú•-ì-þ§-Þœª-êŸªÙC
3) To be used 

A: Ñí£-óμ«-TÙ-à¦L
4) To be taken up little temporary 

A: ê¦-ê¦\-L-ÚÛÙÞ¥ Bú£ª-ÚÁ-÷è[Ù
5) Tomorrow is to be born

A: ¸ôí£± í£±æ°dL
6) Smoking to be banned in stadium.-
A: ›úd-è…-óŸªÙöËº ð»Þœ-ê¦-Þœ-è¯Eo E›ù-CÅÙ-à¦L.-
7) World culture was to be developed.-
A: ví£í£ÙàŸ ú£Ùú£\”A ÍGÅ-÷”CÌÄ àμÙë¯L.-
8) Those who are dead and those who are to

be born.

A: àŸ-E-ð¼-ô³ì î¦ô¢ª, í£±çË¶d-î¦üŒ‰x.-
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